Volunteer application form
We are always welcoming enthusiast (future) mothers and fathers
who'd like to offer their time, talent and skills for Delft MaMa. Please
fill in the questions below the best you can, and we'll get back to
you with a plan - as soon as possible.

Personal details
Please provide your name, birth date, address, phone numbers and
alike that we can contact you.
Name (first and last)……………………
Date of Birth (day/month/year)……………………
Home address (street, number, postal code, city)……………………..
Home phone…………………….
Mobile phone……………………
E-mail address…………………
Country (countries) of citizenship………………
Native language(s)…………………………
Other language(s) and level Other
(basic/conversational/intermediate/fluent)

Why Delft MaMa?
As we are working on our visibility, we'd like to know, where did
you hear about us? Why volunteering? What doest it mean to you?
What can you bring to the table, why do you seek commitment? All
deep questions, take your time!
Where did you hear about Delft MaMa (check all that applies)?
☐ Google - I looked for English parenting advise and found
DelftMaMa.nl

☐ Facebook - somebody invited me to like the page/added me to
the group From friends, off-line
☐ Found an English leaflet in the library, the doctor's office, and
I jumped in
What motivates you to volunteer? ………………….
What are your expectations with volunteering? ………………………..
What skills you can bring to Delft MaMa? What are your hobbies?
…………………..
What are your preferences: hands-on action or rather on-line,
behind the scenes? ………………………
Which field or department would you like to volunteer with?
☐ PR/Communication
☐ Programs/Events
☐ Volunteer resources (HR)
☐ Finance
☐Other
Availability to start volunteering from (Day, Month, Year) …………..
Are you currently seeking employment?
☐No
☐Yes

Important
PLEASE CHECK THE BOXES BELOW IF YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS AND DECLARE THAT THE DETAILS YOU
PROVIDED IN THIS FORM ARE TRUE AND CORRECT.
SHOULD ANY CHANGES OCCUR, THESE WILL IMMEDIATELY BE
COMMUNICATED TO DELFT MAMA BY YOU.
☐I am making application to serve as a Delft MaMa volunteer.
☐I understand that the minimum requirement is 2 hours per week.

☐I understand that Delft MaMa has the right to decide who may or may not - be accepted as volunteer.
☐I expect to be able to serve as a Delft MaMa volunteer for a
minimum of three (3) months.
☐I have legal authorization/permit to stay and/or work in the
Netherlands.
☐I have no criminal offenses and/or been convicted of any crime.
Thank you for filling out the form! Please send it to
hr@delftmama.nl and we get back to you as soon as possible with a
plan to put your skills to best use.
Team of Delft MaMa

